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Late Breaking News: 

 Keep the Date:  BIIA - Hong Kong Knowledge Management Society & Joint 
Conference November 26, 2013 

 Member alert concerning pending changes in the European Data Protection 
Regulations 

 BIIA in action at the EASDP congress on the subject of Analytics and BIG 
Data 

Member News: 

 Equifax and iovation work together to create a world-class fraud prevention 
portfolio 

 Wand White Paper: Organizational taxonomy and automatic tagging 

 TransUnion acquires Austin health care software firm 

 D&B Direct 2.0 delivers flexible, streaming, enterprise-wide access to data 
and analytics from D&B and third party providers 

Industry News: 

 Experian to acquire devices identification leader 41
st
 Parameter for US$324 

million 

 Experian Marketing Services introduces Email solution 

 Acxiom disrupts conventional marketing model with new audience operating 
system (AOS) 

 Acxiom and 4info in partnership for mobile retargeting and attribution at 
household level 

 FICO and Experian to extend long-term relationship 

 Arbitron settles with investor over Nielsen deal 

 New Facebook for Business Hub launches with tips, tools, case studies 

 Thomson Reuters Governance, Risk and Compliance platform placed in 
leaders quadrant by Gartner 

 Thomson Reuters company investigator 

News from China: 

 Alibaba launches mobile chat app Laiwang 

 Alibaba and Sina to launch a Weibo-based e-commerce platform 

 Alibaba to acquire Kanbox 

 Alibaba Q1 net income triples 

From the Regulatory Corner: 

 The legal issues around data security, data protection and intellectual 
property are now top of the legal compliance 

People on the Move 

 Dr. Helen Nugent – Veda 

 Annika Muskantor-Bladh - Bisnode 

 Mike Marchesano – SIIA - ABM 
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LATE BREAKING NEWS 
 

Keep the Date:  BIIA -  Hong Kong Knowledge Management Society Joint 

Conference  November 26, 2013 

Venue:  Hong Kong General Chamber of Commerce, 22/F United Centre, 95 

Queensway, Hong Kong 

BIIA, the Hong Kong Knowledge Management Society and the Hong Kong 

PolyTechnic University are holding a conference on the hottest topics in 

cyberspace: 

 Knowledge Management in the Age of Big Data 

 Social Networks and Big Data 

 Cloud Computing and Big Data for Service Innovations & Learning 

 The Future of Information marketplaces 

 Big data: Hype or the Real Thing? A Closing Panel Discussion 

Confirmed Speakers:  Nicolas Gorjestani, Knowledge-based Development Adviser; Euan Semple Public 

speaker, Writer and Consultant; Professor Eric Tsui, Hong Kong Polytechnic University  David Worlock Chairman 

of BIIA, Phil Cotter, Deputy General Manager BIIA and Principal of Cotter Consulting 

About: The Hong Kong Knowledge Management Society is an independent and non-profit network of Knowledge 

Management researchers and practitioners founded in 2001.  

For further information contact:  Joachim C Bartels Managing Director BIIA: biiainfoasia@gmail.com  

Member Alert Concerning Pending Changes in the European Data Protection 

Regulation 

The European Union is in the process of defining a new European Data Protection 

Regulation, designed, at least in its current form, to provide individuals and some would 

argue companies (more of that later) with new rights to control who can have access to 

their data and what they can do with it. In its current form as a regulation, if enacted, it 

would provide a common privacy law across all member states of the EU and would seek 

to enforce its provisions on companies outside the EU who process or manage 

information relating to EU citizens and companies. 

If you are a BIIA member residing in the EU or based outside the EU and process personal data of EU residents 

BIIA recommends that you read this document carefully!  The paper covers the anticipated changes and their 

potential Implications for the Business Information Industry 

Phil Cotter, BIIA’s deputy managing director and contributing editor offers his observation about the pending 

changes underway and what they mean for the business information industry. 

To read the full document please click on this link:  EU Data Protection Regulation – Paradigm Shift or Business as 

Usual? 

http://www.polyu.edu.hk/cpa/polyu/index.php
http://www.polyu.edu.hk/cpa/polyu/index.php
http://www.hkkms.hk/
mailto:biiainfoasia@gmail.com
http://www.biia.com/member-alert-concerning-pending-changes-in-the-european-data-protection-regulation
http://www.biia.com/member-alert-concerning-pending-changes-in-the-european-data-protection-regulation
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LATE BREAKING NEWS 
 

BIIA in Action at the EASDP Congress on the Subject of Analytics and BIG Data. 

BIIA Chairman David Worlock gave the key note address at the EASDP (European Association for Search and 

Data Publishing) Congress in Amsterdam.  His message to the audience can be summarized by this quote from a 

market leader in risk management: 

“It is not the data you own which is important – it’s the value that users get out of your data when you 

expose it to them in the context of all other available data that makes the value difference” 

To view the key note backup slides please click on this link:  BIIA Worlock 

 

BIIA’s Deputy Managing Director, Phil Cotter discussed the topic of “The Predictive Analytics Revolution”. 

Predictive Analytics is as old as history itself  – the Ancient Egyptians observed the movement of the stars, 

recorded the data and applying mathematics used it to predict, the flooding of the Nile, festival days, the time of 

the day and the Equinox’s. 

So what’s all the hype about?  Phil Cotter thinks that Eric Siegel author of “Predictive Analytics” summed up the 

potential for predictive analytics when he said “ It provides the power to predict who will click, buy, lie or die” and 

isn’t that what everyone in this room really wants to know about their customers. 

Phil Cotter takes a look at a number of examples of the current uses of analytics. 

To view the presentation, please click on this link 

 

Joachim C Bartels, Managing Director of BIIA moderated a think tank on trends in Data & Analytics.   He lead 

the discussion on eight key major trends: 

1. The Analytics Revolution is Under Way 

2. Wall Street Rewards Companies with Analytics 

3. The BIG Data Idea is Taking Hold 

4. Main Street is Dying – Information Plays ‘Catch up’ 

5. Growth and Customer Profitability Becomes an Imperative 

6. Fear of Fraud Drives Consumer Credit Information 

7. Consumers Seek Ways to Draw the Veil Back Over Their Lives – Taking Control over Data 

8. The Medical Information Revolution (USA) 

In summary the discussion centered on key concerns for directory publisher in particular:  Directory publishers are 

changing their distribution model partnering with search providers to ensure that their data can be accessed via 

any number of search engines. This is essential if they are to give their customers the widest possible reach. 

Privacy challenges vary from country to country based on legislation and cultural attitudes. This requires 

organizations involved in Big Data and Analytics to balance what is possible with what is acceptable.   

For further details and to access the lead discussion slides click on this link: Think Tank One Final 

 

http://www.biia.com/news-from-the-easdp-congress-how-to-go-from-adding-data-to-adding-value
http://www.biia.com/news-from-the-easdp-congress-the-predictive-analytics-revolution
http://www.biia.com/easdp-congress-major-trends-in-business-information
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MEMBER NEWS 
 

Equifax and iovation Work Together to Create a World-Class Fraud Prevention 

Portfolio 

Joint Offering Includes Remote Identity Proofing, Strong Authentication and Device Reputation Analysis 

Equifax Inc. has announced that it is working with iovation, the only provider of device reputation, to offer a 

combined solution to combat fraud.  This joint offering helps protect online and mobile customer access from 

identity theft, account takeover and other fraudulent activity. Equifax will combine its Identity and Fraud Solutions 

Identity Proofing and Progressive Authentication that support verifying and authenticating identities with iovation's 

ReputationManager 360 that helps prevent real-time fraud by leveraging shared device reputation intelligence. 

This new combined offering from Equifax and iovation provides comprehensive, multi-layered fraud mitigation 

during customer enrollment and ongoing transactions to help protect against key issues such as account 

takeover, synthetic and true-name fraud, data breaches, and internal fraud risks. 

Equifax Identity and Fraud (IDF) platform offers a comprehensive solution to help positively verify and proof online 

identities using consistent and objective score-driven analytics that incorporate multiple data assets including 

credit and proprietary data sources. By evaluating the propensity of a device to be used for fraudulent online 

activity, ReputationManager 360 enhances Equifax solutions to let businesses more effectively mitigate fraudulent 

activity. After the risk is assessed the consumer can then be presented with an appropriate authentication 

challenge through Equifax multi-factor authentication technology. 

Source: Equifax Press Release 

Comment: iovation used to work with Experian.  The switch is most likely the result of Experian acquiring device identification 

leader 41
st
 Parameter. 

Wand White Paper:  Organizational Taxonomy and Automatic Tagging 

BIIA member Wand has published a White Paper “Why making sure your employees can find information 

is critical to an organization’s bottom line and how descriptive metadata, taxonomy, and tagging will save 

money and increase competitiveness.” 

As the amount of unstructured information continues to grow, organizations who have not addressed search 

relevance will continue to be at a competitive disadvantage. It’s more critical than ever to reduce the amount of 

time employees are wasting searching for information and, more importantly, to give knowledge workers a 

complete picture of the information the organization has so the best business decisions can be made. Enabling 

descriptive metadata with an organizational taxonomy and automatic tagging should be investigated by every 

organization that is serious about solving this critical business issue. 

To access the White Paper please click on this link 

To access a comparison of “Before WAND Taxonomy and DataFacet” and “After WAND Taxonomy and DataFacet” 

please click on this link 

 

 

https://www.iovation.com/
https://www.iovation.com/
http://investor.equifax.com/releasedetail.cfm?ReleaseID=79392
http://www.biia.com/experian-to-acquire-device-identification-leader-41st-parameter-for-us324-million
http://www.biia.com/wand-white-paper-organizational-taxonomy-and-automatic-tagging
http://www.biia.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/WAND-Taxonomy-and-DataFacet-for-SharePoint-Before-and-After-2013-08-02.pdf
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MEMBER NEWS 
 

TransUnion Acquires Austin Health Care Software Firm 

TransUnion Healthcare has acquired eScan Data Systems of Austin, which develops software to help 

hospitals and health care systems discover and reduce uncompensated care costs.  Financial details of the 

acquisition and company revenue weren’t disclosed,  

EScan was founded in 2002 and has 55 employees in its Austin office. Silva-Craig said the company would likely 

grow to around 100 employees as it scales up as part of TransUnion, with new hires likely coming in the areas of 

engineering and software development, account management and data analytics. 

TransUnion is making Austin its center for post-service eligibility determination.  After the acquisition is completed, 

eScan will provide expertise to the company's reimbursement efforts to reduce costs from uncompensated care 

using automated systems to replace analog record-keeping practices, the company said in a statement. 

EScan’s technology will integrate with TransUnion’s ClearIQ platform that tracks patient information on 

demographics, insurance eligibility and benefits verification. 

Chicago-based TransUnion Healthcare is a division of TransUnion Corp., which handles credit and financial 

information for more than 45,000 businesses worldwide, plus creative industries, health care and education. 

Source:  Bizjournals.com 

D&B Direct 2.0 Delivers Flexible, Streaming, Enterprise-wide Access to Data and 
Analytics from D&B and Third-party Providers 

D&B (NYSE:DNB) announced the release of D&B Direct
TM 

2.0, the API solution providing enterprise-wide access 

to a broad range of business insight.  With a unified web services platform, the addition of risk scores and ratings, 

fraud and compliance monitoring, digital and social intelligence and more, D&B Direct 2.0 dramatically improves 

an organization's ability to embed rich data and analytics in their business applications to drive better results. 

Delivering streaming business insight via the cloud, the solution gives executives the intelligence they need to 

make smarter and faster decisions while improving collaboration across the enterprise. 

Today's announcement demonstrates D&B's growing web services capabilities to deliver comprehensive data and 

analytics through the cloud into any commercial or custom application. D&B recently announced the launch of the 

D&B Data Exchange to provide integrated access to D&B and industry-specific data from select providers and in 

May announced a new suite of predictive analytics solutions to help companies reduce risk and identify new 

growth opportunities. 

D&B Direct 2.0 uses D&B's proprietary DUNSRight
 ®

 matching technology based on the D-U-N-S Number to 

create trustworthy master records of businesses entities. Companies can connect financial data and analytics, 

professional contacts, social media, news, industry-specific data and more to develop a more complete and 

informed view of their customers, prospects, suppliers and partners. 

D&B Direct is currently available in North America. To learn more about D&B Direct, please visit dnb.com/direct. 

Source:  D&B Press Release 

 

http://www.bizjournals.com/austin/news/2013/09/24/transunion-acquires-austins-escan.html?iana=ind_health
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.dnb.com%2Fsales-marketing%2Fdnb-data-application-integration-api.html&esheet=50720848&newsitemid=20131002005405&lan=en-US&anchor=D%26B+Direct&index=1&md5=1b90019f6c3f35d209d3066bd72f35b6
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.dnb.com%2Flc%2Fcredit-education%2Fdnb-predictive-analytics-for-business-credit.html&esheet=50720848&newsitemid=20131002005405&lan=en-US&anchor=predictive+analytics+solutions&index=2&md5=7372bc4e8c2285bb14ad37d677db3f87
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.dnb.com%2Fsales-marketing%2Fdnb-data-application-integration-api.html&esheet=50720848&newsitemid=20131002005405&lan=en-US&anchor=complete+and+informed+view+of+their+customers&index=3&md5=3f06190774c5ff3b527bb5869991e46e
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.dnb.com%2Fsales-marketing%2Fdnb-data-application-integration-api.html&esheet=50720848&newsitemid=20131002005405&lan=en-US&anchor=complete+and+informed+view+of+their+customers&index=3&md5=3f06190774c5ff3b527bb5869991e46e
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.dnb.com%2Fsales-marketing%2Fdnb-data-application-integration-api.html&esheet=50720848&newsitemid=20131002005405&lan=en-US&anchor=dnb.com%2Fdirect&index=4&md5=ddad67facb2d886a555bcee554157499
http://investor.dnb.com/releasedetail.cfm?ReleaseID=794406
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INDUSTRY NEWS 
 

Experian to Acquire Device Identification Leader 41st Parameter for US$324 mil 

Experian announced it has signed a definitive agreement to acquire 41st Parameter, the market leader in device 

identification technology for web fraud detection.   41st Parameter’s industry-leading solutions have been adopted 

by the world’s leading financial institutions, eCommerce merchants and online travel businesses.  41st 

Parameter’s patented device identification technology strengthens Experian’s global web fraud detection and 

identity authentication capabilities.   

Experian’s fraud prevention operations already generate about 6-7 per cent, or $300m, of its overall revenue. The 

company said a proliferation of mobile devices and the growth in ecommerce would fuel an increasing demand for 

products and services that prevent web fraud. 

41st Parameter’s clients range from banks and travel companies to payment service providers, and Ms. Smith 

said Experian would be able to sell the technology to its clients worldwide.  Experian said it was expecting 41st 

Parameter to generate about $26m of revenue for the year ending December 31 2013. They added that the 

acquisition was expected to be neutral in terms of earnings per share in the year ending 31 March 2014. 

41st Parameter’s investors include Norwest Venture Partners, a venture capital firm that has invested in 

ecommerce start-ups and Jafco Ventures, a California-based firm that invests in communications and software 

companies. 

Source:  Experian Press Release & Financial Times 

Experian Marketing Services Introduces Email Solution 

Experian Marketing Services will introduce a retention-based email solution this week at the Shop.org Annual 

Summit in Chicago, Sept. 30 through Oct. 2, 2013. The email consortium, Email Insights, gives marketers a more 

holistic view of their customers by linking traditionally siloed databases and insights, such as in-store shoppers, 

loyalty program members and mobile app users, to their email marketing list.   

Email Insights is compatible with any email service provider (ESP), offering members access to a more 

comprehensive database of email activity information. The Email Insights model allows marketers to gain insights 

about their email subscriber database through access to a broader, privacy-protected database consortium in 

order to verify inactive and active subscribers.  

With this information, marketers can focus fully on reengaging these subscribers, significantly reducing cost by not 

pursuing inactive email addresses while also improving their sender reputation scores. Inactive subscribers, those 

email subscribers that may not open or respond to email messages, often comprise as much as 40 percent to 50 

percent of an email marketing database and can damage a sender's reputation with Internet service providers 

(ISP). Marketers using Email Insights have been able to verify 10 percent to 40 percent of email addresses 

previously identified as inactive subscribers as active accounts. 

Source:  Experian Press Release 

 

 

http://press.experian.com/United-States/Press-Release/experian-to-acquire-device-identification-leader-41st-parameter.aspx
http://www.experian.com/marketing-services/email-insights.html
http://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/experian-marketing-services-introduces-email-solution-enabling-marketers-to-better-identify-and-reengage-loyal-customers-225962811.html
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INDUSTRY NEWS 
 

Acxiom Disrupts Conventional Marketing Models with New Audience Operating 

System (AOS) 

“Rather than Building a Better Mousetrap, Instead, We 

Chose to Breed a World-class Cat.”  Quote by Phil, Mui, 

Acxiom’s Chief Product and Engineering Officer. 

Acxiom® (Nasdaq: ACXM) introduced a new way for 

marketers, agencies and publishers to define, manage 

and reach best audiences across online and offline 

channels.  Acxiom Audience Operating System™ (AOS) is 

unique because it enables marketers to connect all types of 

traditionally disconnected data and – for the first time – to 

create a truly singular view of the consumer. AOS derives 

better insights to help marketers more clearly understand 

their audiences and more accurately anticipate what will appeal to them. This creates more effective marketing 

campaigns and ultimately, happier consumers. 

AOS is comprised of three key layers that enable 1:1 marketing at scale: 

 The Data Layer – allowing marketers to ingest and unify virtually any type of data - structured, 

unstructured, 1
st
-party CRM, third-party data source, and Acxiom’s world class consumer data – 

making the world’s most powerful marketing data accessible in one place via a click. 

 The Audience Operations Layer – enabling that data to be cleansed, matched and contextualized to 

provide actionable insights about real people – insights that can then be activated across channels 

and media buys. 

 The Applications Layer – activating a growing roster of trusted development partners to create 

innovative and game-changing AOS–Approved Apps customized to meet any marketing need. 

Because of its extensibility, AOS makes it possible to create virtually any application a marketer can 

imagine. 

Acxiom is partnering with MediaMath, founded 2007 to build the tools that enable and empower a new breed of 

marketing professionals. Its TerminalOne Marketing Operating System allows agencies and advertisers to plan, 

execute, optimize, and analyze marketing programs across the digital landscape.  “The objective of Acxiom’s 

AOS – creating interoperability and efficiency for digital marketers – is fully aligned with MediaMath’s goals to 

maximize marketing effectiveness through an open technology platform,” said Joe Zawadzki, MediaMath CEO. 

“Our partnership enables marketers to utilize the new AOS platform to create targeted audience segments and 

then reach those audiences across the MediaMath ecosystem, achieving true cross-channel execution in a 

seamless way.” 

By creating a cloud-based platform and expanding its capabilities with trusted partner solutions, AOS is designed 

to address the marketing industry’s biggest challenges both now and going forward. It puts the best data, 

audience insights, and applications at marketers’ fingertips to accelerate planning and deliver results like never 

before.    Source:  Businesswire.com 

 

http://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20130924005451/en
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INDUSTRY NEWS 
 

Acxiom and 4Info in Partnership for Mobile Retargeting and Attribution at 

Household Level 

Acxiom announced a partnership with 4Info to offer companies the ability to retarget their customers with mobile 

ads and offers.  In a partnership with mobile ad tech provider 4Info, Acxiom customers will be able to match their 

first-party CRM data against 4Info's database of devices. By targeting a mobile ad campaign only to their own 

customer base, the marketer should then be able to see the impact of the campaigns on users through actual 

sales, the companies say.   

“We have 152 million devices in 101 million homes,” says 4Infro CMO Chuck Moxley. The company uses a wide 

range of historical data along with geolocation to associate devices with specific households.  In a client's Acxiom 

Collaboration Targeting Suite, the 4Info AdHaven Bullseye product will be available to match CRM data against 

these households and deliver campaigns to the devices in them. 

While the 4Info platform does not identify specific users within a household, Moxley says that the model usually 

maps well against the household level tracking that CPGs and other consumer brands often use. “In most cases 

we find purchase decisions are household decisions,” says Moxley, although an advertiser can also target 

demographic segments within a household. 4Info says that by matching devices against households rather than 

people, the approach does not expose any personally identifiable information.  Source:  Mediapost.com 

FICO and Experian to Extend Long-term Partnership 

FICO and Experian®, announced that they have agreed to extend their long-standing partnership to provide 

FICO® Scores to the North American banking community.  Additionally, Experian has agreed to expand FICO's 

access to its consumer data for the purposes of developing and marketing new analytics that will meet the 

changing requirements of businesses in this era of intense competition and heightened regulatory requirements. 

As part of the new long-term agreement, FICO will be able to license its analytics directly to lenders.  Experian will 

support these FICO direct licenses by agreeing to deliver the FICO score, derived from Experian's industry-

leading data, to mutual clients.  FICO's expanded access to Experian's consumer credit data will enable the 

creation of models for additional predictive power.  Furthermore, Experian will make FICO Scores available to 

consumers through myFICO.com and through third parties. Source:  Investors.fico.com 

Arbitron Settles with Investor over Nielsen Deal 

Arbitron has settled with an investor who sued over its proposed $1.26bn buyout by Nielsen, admitting no 

wrongdoing but agreeing to remove some of what the investor had claimed were obstacles to other bidders and a 

higher price - and to make further disclosures about the process. 

The investor, Joseph Pace alleged that these clauses had prevented shareholders from getting the maximum 

value from the sale.  Arbitron has also agreed to make further disclosures about the buyout and about its financial 

adviser's relationship with Nielsen. In return, Pace's class action would be dismissed with prejudice.  Arbitron said 

the settlement would remove ‘the burden and expense of further litigation’.  The merger, having been approved by 

shareholders in April was also approved by regulators.  Source:  mrweb.com 

 

http://www.mediapost.com/publications/article/206631/#axzz2c2J5iOoh
http://www.mrweb.com/drno/news17612.htm
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INDUSTRY NEWS 
 

New Facebook for Business Hub Launches With Tips, Tools, Case Studies 

Facebook is looking to make it even easier for businesses to market themselves effectively on the social media 

platform by launching a new Facebook for Business hub. The new hub not only features tools for businesses, it 

also gives useful information such as case studies as well as announcements and marketing tools. 

The new Facebook for business hub is a huge improvement from their previous Business Guide they originally 

launched in 2011.  Facebook for Business has made a strong impact for business owners who are brand new to 

marketing on Facebook. The Facebook Basics section details everything from how to set up your Facebook page 

to how to create useful and compelling content for your audience, and how to view how each of your posts are 

performing. And yes, it also informs businesses how to advertise on Facebook.  Source:  clickz.com 

Thomson Reuters Governance, Risk and Compliance Platform Placed in Leaders 

Quadrant by Gartner 

Thomson Reuters has been positioned by Gartner, Inc. in the Leaders Quadrant of the Magic Quadrant 

for Enterprise Governance, Risk and Compliance Platforms 

This Magic Quadrant for Enterprise Governance, Risk and Compliance Platforms presents a global view of 

Gartner's assessment of the main software vendors that should be considered by organizations seeking a 

technology solution to support the oversight and operation of enterprise-wide risk management and compliance 

programs. 

According to the Gartner report, “Reporting and managing through an enterprise GRC platform can give 

executives, auditors and managers a holistic view of the enterprise's risk and compliance postures, as well as 

views sorted by requirement, entity and geography. As the EGRC platform market continues to mature, most 

vendors are seeking to meet these new demands through an integrated platform with core modules for risk 

management, compliance and policy management, audit management, and regulatory change management; 

customers can grow into the solution through the phased implementation of interoperable modules.” 

Thomson Reuters was placed in the Magic Quadrant after Gartner evaluated the Thomson Reuters Enterprise 

GRC solution on its ability to execute and its completeness of vision.    Source: Accelus.thomsonreuters.com  

Thomson Reuters Launches Company Investigator 

Thomson Reuters announced Company Investigator, a comprehensive resource for information on private and 

public companies. Users can find information on companies to assist with business development, litigation, due 

diligence and a host of other applications. 

Company Investigator accesses more than 30 million company profiles — of which 20 million are hard-to-find 

private companies — including general corporate information, subsidiary data, legal disputes, secretary of state 

filings, regulatory filings, and material agreements. Users can search by company name or other terms to locate a 

search subject.  A podcast discussing how Company Investigator can help find information on public and private 

companies is available here.   Source:  Thomson Reuters 

 
 

http://www.clickz.com/clickz/news/2285805/new-facebook-for-business-hub-launches-with-tips-tools-case-studies
http://info.accelus.thomsonreuters.com/LP=1733?elq=48b8e4dd88f144879e9933b6ddee7452&elqCampaignId=1264
http://traffic.libsyn.com/legalcurrent/Thomson_Reuters_Company_Investigator.mp3
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NEWS FROM CHINA 
 

Alibaba Launches Mobile Chat App Laiwang 

China's market for mobile chat applications has never been so crowded especially after Alibaba Group Holding 

Ltd - the country's largest e-commerce company - officially joined the fray on Monday with the launch of its first 

social networking app. The app named Laiwang, which means come and go in Chinese, is the first product 

unveiled to the public after the company announced an internal restructuring program earlier this month with a 

strong focus on the mobile Internet business. 

Alibaba believes that the era of the personal computer has ended and the company's expansion to social 

networking systems is a natural evolution driven by the public's growing reliance on mobile phones.  Alibaba has 

its eye on consumer demand and its objectives is to lock up a great number of mobile Internet users.  Data from 

Analysys International showed that the accumulated number of mobile instant messaging accounts in China 

jumped 85.2 percent year-on-year to 1.22 billion in the first quarter of this year. Source:  

en.ce.cn/Business/Enterprise 

Alibaba and Sina to Launch A Weibo-based E-commerce Platform 

Alibaba and Sina are to announce a Weibo-based e-commerce platform.  The platform will integrate the system 

and data of Taobao and Tmall so that retailers will be able to sell goods to Weibo users like they have been doing 

on Alibaba’s marketplaces. The service is developed by an unnamed third-party e-commerce software company. 

(report in Chinese) Source:  Technode.com 

Alibaba to Acquire Kanbox 

The Alibaba Group has announced plans to acquire China-based personal cloud storage service, Kanbox, for an 

undisclosed sum. Alibaba previously launched its own cloud computing unit, Aliyun, in 2009 and has since been 

expanding related services.  Kanbox was launched in 2011 and is often referred to as the “Dropbox of China.” The 

company reportedly has more than 15 million registered users. Its service allows users to upload, download and 

sync files online, with approximately 20% of its users accessing Kanbox through mobile devices. Source:  

Business Strategies Group Hong Kong   -  www.biia.com 

Alibaba Q1 Net Income Triples 

Alibaba Group Holding Ltd., announced that its first quarter earnings surged to $669 million from $220 million a 

year earlier on surging sales amid expectations.  Alibaba's revenue jumped 71% to $1.38 billion from $806 million 

in the prior year. 

The company reported income from operations of $709 million, higher than $213 million a year ago.  Yahoo, who 

owns about 24% of Alibaba, records the impact from Alibaba one quarter in arrears. 

Alibaba announced on Tuesday that it had invested in travel website Qyer.com, without disclosing the deal's 

value. The move followed two other investments in the past few months that were aimed to strengthen the 

company's mobile-based business. Source:  rttnews.com 

 

 

http://en.ce.cn/Business/Enterprise/201309/24/t20130924_1544851.shtml
http://technode.com/2013/07/30/alibaba-and-sina-to-launch-a-weibo-based-e-commerce-platform/
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FROM THE REGULATORY CORNER 
 

The Legal Issues Around Data Security, Data Protection and Intellectual Property 

are now Top of the Legal Compliance Agenda. 

The legal issues around data security, data protection and intellectual 

property are now top of the legal compliance agenda. 

We are in the middle of the 2nd industrial revolution, comprising the 'digital 

shift' from an analogue to a fully networked society. It is transforming all 

aspects of economic and well as social activity.  Businesses at the heart of 

the digital economy, such as software, e-commerce and online services 

providers, represent an increasingly significant part of an economy.  But 

the effect of the 'digital shift' is pervasive. There is virtually no company 

whose internal business processes, supply chain or customer engagement 

activities are not affected.  

Laurence Kaye, Partner, Publishing & Digital Media at SHOOSMITHS LLP, and BIIA’s newest contributing writer, 

has identified ten overriding, interlinked themes that characterize this shift and shaping digital media’s legal 

agenda.   

1. Digital disruption in the value chain 

2. Big data, big IP 

3. The rise and rise of social media 

4. The digital consumer calls the shots 

5. Mind the (digital) platform 

6. Collaboration is the name of the game 

7. Consolidation and fragmentation 

8. it’s a mobile economy 

9. Everyone is in the technology business 

10. It’s a borderless world 

For those who are responsible for governance and legal compliance their in-tray has probably never been fuller. 

The compensation is that they have never been closer to the heart of their businesses. 

In this paper, Laurence Kaye will identify each one and suggest the key messages for those responsible for 

governance and compliance. In a nutshell, the legal issues around data security, data 

protection and intellectual property are now top of the legal compliance agenda. 

To learn more about the ten interlinked themes click on this link: 

http://www.biia.com/the-digital-shift-10-themes-shaping-the-legal-agenda  

About the author: Laurence Kaye, Partner at Shoosmiths LLC responsible for 

Publishing and Digital Media. Laurence can be reached at: +44 (0)1908 48 8335 or 

laurence.kaye@shoosmiths.co.uk  

 

http://www.biia.com/the-digital-shift-10-themes-shaping-the-legal-agenda
mailto:laurence.kaye@shoosmiths.co.uk
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PEOPLE ON THE MOVE 
 

Veda Group:  Dr Helen Nugent Appointed Chairman 

Veda is delighted to announce that Dr Helen Nugent AO has accepted the role of Independent Non-Executive 

Chairman of the Board of Directors of the Veda Group.  Dr. Nugent will join existing directors Nerida Caesar, 

Anthony Kerwick, Tony Duthie and Geoff Hutchinson on the Veda Board. 

Dr. Helen Nugent is a leading Australian businesswoman. She currently serves on the boards of Macquarie 

Group, Origin Energy, and is Chairman of Funds SA. 

Helen is a former director of numerous other companies, including Swiss Re (Australia) where she was Chairman, 

the State Bank of New South Wales, Mercantile Mutual, Freehills, Australia Post and Carter Holt Harvey.   

Helen commenced her business career at McKinsey & Company where she became a partner, specializing in 

financial services and mining. Before pursuing a career as a Non-Executive Director, Helen was Director of 

Strategy and a member of the Executive team at Westpac Banking Corporation. 

According to the Australian Financial Review, Veda’s owners, Pacific Equity Partners, are considering to float the 

company.  Source: Veda Press Release 

Annika Muskantor-Bladh Appointed as CFO of BISNODE 

Annika Muskantor-Bladh has been appointed CFO at Bisnode and will thus join the group’s 

management team. Bisnode is implementing a major change program. With her solid 

experience, energy and skills, Annika will ensure that the momentum of Bisnode’s change 

program will continue to build. 

Annika has held several leading positions as director of finance, most recently at Sobi, 

a public biopharmaceutical company. Her previous roles include CFO positions at eBay 

Sweden and media companies such as Zodiac Television, Turner Broadcoasting/Millennium 

Media Group and Titan Television. She has also worked at the management-consulting firm McKinsey.  Source:  

Bisnode Press Release 

Mike Marchesano Named Managing Director of SIIA's American Business Media 

Division 

The Software & Information Industry Association (SIIA), the principal trade association for the software and digital 

content industries, announced that media industry executive Mike Marchesano will join as Managing Director of 

the American Business Media (AMB) Division of SIIA. ABM merged with SIIA on June 30.  Marchesano was most 

recently President and CEO of Aequor Media, a consulting firm dedicated to providing strategic, customized 

technology solutions for B2B and consumer magazines, newspapers, and Fortune 1000 companies.  Source:  SIIA 
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http://www.veda.com.au/insights/dr-helen-nugent-ao-vedas-new-chairman
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